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The 920-197 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The 920-197 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The 920-197 exam is very challenging, but with our 920-197 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the 920-197 exam on your FIRST TRY!
Nortel 920-197 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for 920-197 exam
- Try a demo before buying any Nortel exam
- 920-197 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified 920-197 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- 920-197 tested and verified before publishing
- 920-197 examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- 920-197 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring Nortel certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like 920-197 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This 920-197 test is an important part of Nortel certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The 920-197 exam is essential and core part of Nortel certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real 920-197 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your Nortel 920-197 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your 920-197 now!
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Question: 1
A customer added new floor space to the warehouse, and had some electricians run cable to the
new area. When a T7316 set is connected, the line indicators flash continually. The set is about
1950 feet (600 meters) from the BCM. Which step can be taken to correct the problem?
A. Use a SAPS with the T7316E.
B. Replace the phone with a T7100.
C. Turn the loop length option in Element Manager to "long".
D. Advise the customer that the maximum distance is 1500 feet.
Answer: A
Question: 2
A customer is installing a GASM8 in a BCM400 in the North American region. They want to set
the module to enhanced mode. How must the Mode/Country DIP switches on the right side, at
the rear of the module, be set?
A. Set all DIP switches to On.
B. Set all DIP switches to Off.
C. Set the first DIP switch to On and the rest (2-8) to Off.
D. Set the first DIP switch to Off and the rest (2-8) to On.
Answer: C
Question: 3
A technician is supporting BCM50 Rls. 2.0 and BCM Rls. 4.0. Business Element Manager has
just been installed from the BCM50 Rls. 2.0 Administrator Applications download web page.
Which steps are needed to connect to both systems?
A. Both versions of BCM Element Manager must be installed.
B. Add New Network Element, connect to the BCM50, and accept cartridge download.
C. Go to the BCM50 Administrator Applications download web page and select the BCM50
MIBs.
D. Go to Nortel's Customer Support/Software Downloads web page and select the Element
Manager software update.
Answer: B
Question: 4
On a company's default system, six buses of DS30 channel blocks are assigned to Media Bay
Modules (MBMs) (2/6 channel split). The DS30 allocation needs to be changed to a 3/5 split to
accommodate increased IP telephony requirements. Which statement about how this change can
be accomplished is true?
A.
B.
C.
D.

The BCM 200/400 assigns bus 6 to the voice data sector.
The BCM 200/400 assigns bus 7 to the voice data sector.
The BCM 200/400 assigns bus 6 to the voice data sector through the MBM dip switches.
The BCM 200/400 assigns bus 7 to the voice data sector, although all telephony
programming will be defaulted.

Answer: B
Question: 5
Which Media Bay Module (MBM) can be combined with the G4x16 on the same DS30 bus on a
BCM200/400?
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